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GOLF QUOTE
A golfer has to train their
swing on the practice tee,
then trust it on the
course.

Dr. Bob Rotella

Bill Mattick's
9 & Dine & Wine
Every Saturday through
to September 29th, enjoy
a complimentary glass of
wine with your 9&Dine.

Instead of thinking that summer is coming to an end, we like to focus
on the positive, that fall is right around the corner! Fall brings with it
a beautiful time of year for our gardens and golf course. The leaves
start to change colour and the dahlias will continue to bloom. One
very important aspect of fall? Some much needed rain! Scroll down
through our articles on our stunning dahlias, the importance of a
good fall rain and an explanation into the different ways of coaching.
Don't let 'back to school' time fool you, golf season is not over quite
yet!

FLOWERS OF THE BAY: September in the
garden
by Emily Peltier, Horticulturalist
There are lots of signs around the course that fall may be approaching,
but I'm trying my best to fully ignore them and pretend that summer will
go on forever. Yes, we may be rapidly losing daylight with nighttime
temperatures coming closer to single digits and yet there are still new
flowers blooming every single day! Yes, there are scatterings of dried
leaves falling from the trees; but there's also a new crop of cucumbers
coming on strong! Don't believe what the calendar says, September
does not mean that summer is over.

One of our most popular summer flowers and my personal
favourite showcase are our colourful displays of dahlias. Cactus,
waterlily, peony, pompom - these are all descriptions of dahlia
shapes and styles. They are an endlessly unique flower that add
something special to any garden or cut flower display. We are
fortunate that every year we gain new dahlia tubers as the plants
grow and multiply.
After lifting and drying the tubers in the fall (which is a long way from now) we assess and split
them before storing them away. Last year we dry packed the tubers in clean wood shavings and
stored them in milk crates in the rafters of the maintenance shop. This proved to be an effective
method as we unpacked nice dry tubers this spring, with very few rotten ones. While this was a
successful project, it meant that we had hundreds of tubers to find room for in our gardens! So,
being the plant lovers that we are, we stuffed tubers big and small into every space that we could.
We even planted them closer together than recommended to make them all fit.

Some plantings have undoubtedly suffered from our eagerness, with
fewer and slower blooms, specifically along 18 green. Although we
have learned the lesson of "more isn't always better", you can't really

blame us for wanting to show off as many dahlias as possible! There
are still plenty of flowers to enjoy around the proshop and restaurant
patio, plus lots more buds coming along. With any luck (and if the deer
don't nibble too many) we'll be enjoying colourful blooms through to
October.

So, even though the seasonal denouement is imminent, if there are flowers to enjoy then summer
lives on!

Emily Peltier
Horticulturalist

PRO-SPECTIVE: Coaching Methods
by Doug Mahovlic, PGA of Canada

This month I have decided to give you an insight into the 4 ways that we, PGA of Canada
Instructors, coach golfers to improve their games. Although we will be discussing 4 different
coaching methods, it is common that golfers only use one of these methods to improve.
As instructors, we believe in the individuality of every golfer. Depending on the player in front of us,
we may see their most dramatic improvements coming in different forms and from different
coaching methods.
The 4 coaching methods we will be discussing in this article are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

T echnical Instruction
Concept Building
Skill Developm ent
Perform ance Coaching

While they all work together, we see them as separate approaches
to improving players. Let's take a look at them in a little more detail.
1. T echnical Instruction
This coaching method deals with im proving or changing your m ovem ent pattern . The main
goal(s) with this instruction is to:
Help you train to get a better club-ball impact through better body positioning in your set up
Help you to be able to repeat the process more frequently
Reduce injury potential by reviewing your movement pattern

2. Concept Building
Concept building is educating players as to why the ball flies the way it
does , and increasing your awareness as to what they have done
to cause it to fly that way. Understanding these elements can have an
incredibly dramatic effect on a player's development.
At the most basic level, a beginner should understand that they need to
contact the grass where the ball rests if they want it to fly in the air. They
should also understand how l oft affects launch (lift of the ball) and
controls distance.
An understanding of how swing path and clubface direction combine to
create the ball flight is important for golfers of an intermediate level.
Finally, at a more advanced level, understanding gear effect and its effect
on ball flight can stop a player going down a dark road.
Poor concepts are one of the biggest reasons most amateur golfers struggle with the game and
struggle to find answers to rectify their ball flights. The better a player's concepts are, the more
likely they are to be able to self-coach , problem solve and rectify issues on their own. We, as
coaches, see a very high correlation between the player's handicap and their understanding of
how the club interacts with the ball, and how the set up and swing motion affect this interaction.
3. Skill Developm ent
Skill development is focusing on golf-specific coordination
im provem ents and improving one's ability to match intention
and reality.
Some golf specific skills are:
The ability to
The ability to
The ability to
The ability to
impact
The ability to

contact the ground in the right location
present the clubface more open/closed
change the arc-height
swing the club on a different path through
hit different parts of the face at will

Improvements in skill can really help a player even more when
they are combined with good concepts. This allows players to
achieve desired results without the need for a swing
overhaul. This also allows a player to become more adaptable
to the demands of the golf course.
Players can improve their skills through the use of:
Differential practice
Variability practice
Feedback
Understanding of where a player places their attention
Progressive task difficulty
4. Perform ance Coaching
This final coaching method can be defined as m axim izing som eone's perform ance with
what they currently have
.
There are 3 main forms of Performance Coaching:
Strategic Performance Coaching
This looks at how we can create the lowest scores possible, taking into account the
player's shot patterns and spreads.
Focus of Attention Coaching
This type of coaching refers to finding a player's optimal performance based on their

specific thought processes.
Transference Training
Transference training works to improve our ability to play our best golf while on the
course.
We have all heard the same mantra from golfers - I hit the ball so well on the range but can't do
the same on the course! This inability to take your golf game from the range to the golf course is
largely due to the way you train . Beating balls mindlessly on the range does not transfer to the
course. It's not just about quantity - it's about quality. Training needs understanding.
Training is best done in the off season. Planning to play better
golf in 2019 and beyond is best accomplished before the season
begins. Talk to your PGA of Canada Coach to set up a Fall/Winter
or Winter/Spring program of improvement for 2019.

Delta Golf

A Game Changing Program - October 15th - April 15th, 2019
The goal for this program is to prepare you and your game for the best possible future. The focus
of the Delta Golf Program is to identify and work on the specific aspects of your game that need
the most improvement. You can strive to achieve freedom, peace of mind, increased awareness,
ability to self coach and growth. Main requirement from you? Commitment!
Click here for more details on this game improvement program.

Doug Mahovlic
PGA of Canada
doug.m ahovlic @cordovabaygolf.com
www.cordovabaygolf.com/lessons

Pro Shop Update: The Final Stretch of Summer
by George Ahara

With the end of summer quickly approaching, it's a great time of year to take inventory on your
equipment and think about what you might need for next season. We've tried to make sure that
we're one step ahead of you and have all golf shoes and golf bags on sale to make sure you're
ready to swing into next season seamlessly.
Golf Shoes:
All in-stock shoes (Adidas, FootJoy and Sketchers) are currently
offered at 20% off. Special orders are still available, but at
regular retail price.

Golf Bags:
You can't be the only thing looking the part on the golf course,
your bag has to complete the look as well! Golf bags are
currently 20% off the original retail price. Bags include Big Max,
Callaway, Ogio, Sun Mountain and Titleist. Both cart bags and
carry bags are available.

All products are currently on display in the pro shop so you can start dreaming up your look for
next season. Ask any of our pro shop staff for assistance in finding what's right for you.

George Ahara

MAINTENANCE UPDATE: Waiting For Our
First 'Rain Relief'
by Dean Piller, Superintendent

Over the past 25 years I have come to expect a summer period where rainfall amounts are little to
none. Recently, however, it seems that this drought period is lasting longer and temperature
extremes seem to be creeping up.
The red bars in the weekly rain data chart below clearly show that we began experiencing less
than average rainfall each week beginning early April and May. June was the exception with just
over an inch of rain falling for the month, but since mid-June we have only had 3-4 ml of rain
recorded.

When you combine the recent drought with the smoke and humidity caused by the recent BC Wild
Fires, it resulted in a series of challenges for us in maintaining a healthy golf course.
Periods of higher than normal temperatures and excessive drought
conditions affect the turf in a number of ways, but luckily, the golf
industry has products that have been developed to help overcome
these abiotic stresses. The most common of these products are a
variety of nutritional amendments or supplements that help
strengthen the plants immune system and plant cell wall. These
products vary in a number of ways but tend to contain humic acids,

seaweed extracts, calcium, silica, potassium and a variety of other
essential nutrients. Over the past few years an entirely new set of
plant health products have been coming to market that focus on
reducing the amount of UV radiaton or oxidative damage that the sun
has on plants. However bizarre this may sound, there are products
containing pigments and sunscreen-like ingredients including zinc
and titanium dioxide to reduce the suns harmful rays. We have tried
many of these products and I can attest that products that protect the
plant from direct sun exposure during the summer months do provide
a positive effect on overall plant health, and therefore, a reduction in
disease and an improvement in overall turfgrass quality.

When irrigation pressures are high and natural rain is absent, the buildup of bicarbonates and
sodium in the soil profile can be one of the most detrimental factors to overall turfgrass health.
These salts, which come from our spring and well water, have a negative impact on soil porosity,
air pore space and overall plant health. Every year in the spring we take several soil samples to
evaluate the overall chemical composition of our soil profile on our greens and fairways. Ironically,
each spring our soil chemistry is excellent from the cleansing rains we experience through the
winter months. These rains bring our sodium numbers down to 1.5 - 1.7% in the soil profile. In
comparison, after our irrigation months of May, June, July and August these numbers typically rise
to 2.5 - 3% in the soil profile, and in extreme years such as the summer of 2018 these numbers
climb up to as high as 4%. For this very reason, I have coined the term 'relief rain.'
As we enter September, the majority of the intense UV
pressure is behind us as the days become shorter and our
evenings become cooler. With the break from the UV
pressure, the turf will be under less stress and will hopefully
start to look relieved. Although this will help improve the
overall turf health, it will take that first 'relief rain' to flush the
sodium that has built up through the summer months. When
this happens there will be a quick bounce-back in the areas
that have gone dormant and the stress that the turf has been
experiencing over the summer months will be behind us for
another year.

Tees, greens and fairways are holding
up pretty well but the first rain relief
will make all areas spring back to life.

Dean Piller
Superintendent

CANADIAN ANTI-SPAM LEGISLATION
As of July 1, 2014 new legislation was put in place to combat spam marketing and email.
Cordova Bay fully supports this legislation and wants to make sure all of our emails are sent to
those wishing to receive them. We hope you continue to read our newsletter, but if you wish to
unsubscribe we always provide this option in all of our communications. If you have any questions
or concerns please feel free to contact us at info@cordovabaygolf.com.
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